They risked dying at sea but they faced even greater pressures trying to survive at home.

It's imperative the Brit holds his serve in the next game.

Medicare patients averaged six physician visits in 2013, but that varied significantly by state.

Recently, researchers slid Gilbert into a doughnut-shaped PET scanner as she became one of the first study participants to also have their brains scanned for tau.

We'll ship out tomorrow morning and hope everything goes well when we go to the Big Apple."

Ministers Bernard Cazeneuve and Thomas de Maiziere said the EU's emergency mechanism "must be founded on two equally important principles: responsibility and solidarity.
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The reliance of personal data to target ads has subjected both Google and Facebook to harsh criticism by privacy watchdogs and some competitors.

But Texas is poised to become the first state this year to approve such legislation, and one of just a handful that allows the practice on college campuses.

But the best thing about Mar's is its smart, confident kitchen that's cranking out some of the borough's best plates.

Poultry is the source of most cases - although cooking meat properly will kill the bug.

The gain included a 0.6 percent rise in residential construction and a 3.1 percent jump in non-residential activity such as office buildings, hotels and shopping centers.

He recently announced plans to retire from the Air Force Reserve.

In trying to retrieve them my brain struggles, then fills in the gaps with probable memories.
Instead, union lawyers are getting their members’ jobs, back-pay, and benefits reinstated, all at taxpayer expense.

These returns cover a period from 1986-2011 and were examined and attested by Baker Tilly, an independent accounting firm.

When Bill O’Reilly was under scrutiny for past reporting claims, Tom worked with the producers of “Reliable Sources” to track down sources

"There is a negotiation going on which isn't easy but is making progress," said a diplomat familiar with the exchanges

"We're getting to the lowest common denominator" of a cancer, said Dr

The Walmart driver was traveling more than 20 mph over the speed limit when his truck struck the limo bus that Morgan, McNair and others were traveling in on the New Jersey Turnpike in June 2014